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Description
Chris Tribe’s Complete Guide to Woodworking, is part of a new series of guides designed to provide readers with a comprehensive and in-
depth exploration of a particular subject. Over 250 pages long, this extensive book will fit nicely within this series of ultimate and 
essential reference books. Chris is a successful tutor on woodworking and furniture making courses, the latter of which are acclaimed and 
incredibly popular. His Facebook page has a 5 star rating, and he's a regular user of Twitter, showing he is in touch with his 
audience, and is great at communicating with students current and new. Hard craft is slowly but surely returning to popularity in the 
craft market, and this will be Search Press' second title on woodwork. This large, well-priced book offers beginners information on 
techniques, resources, tools and setting up their very first workshop makes this title an essential purchase for budding carpenters.

Key Selling Points
Ultimate woodworking guide for aspiring woodworkers who don’t know where to start
Step-by-step instructions inside, answering the all-important questions about tools, wood and finishes
‘Troubleshooting’ clinics throughout the book explaining mistakes and how to get your project back on track

About The Author
Chris Tribe has been designing and making contemporary furniture for over 30 years, and his work has been exhibited at galleries and 
exhibitions nationwide. He has also taught furniture making and woodwork at a number of colleges in Yorkshire, and now teaches from 
his workshop in Ilkley, West Yorkshire. Chris has written regularly for the woodworking press, with articles appearing in woodworking 
journals in the UK and France.
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